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About This Game

Sublevel Zero Redux is a roguelite six-degree-of-freedom shooter set in a universe where reality is falling apart. With your
gunship, fight in zero-g through a vast, procedurally generated underground facility to recover the technology you need to

escape the many dangers hidden around every corner. Featuring a brand new expansion that adds hours of new content, the
action is more intense than ever.

The Redux expansion brings many new features to the game, including a restructured campaign, new enemies, difficulty modes,
new starting classes and much more.

Strap on your Oculus Rift or HTC Vive and experience Sublevel Zero in Virtual Reality with an immersive cockpit view and
VR-enabled weaponry.

Your gunship is free to fly and rotate in all directions. You can attack from any angle, and so can your enemies. Inspired by
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classics such as Descent and Forsaken, Sublevel Zero’s retro gravity-defying combat is driven by modern looting and crafting.

No lives. No saves. Fight your way through a different procedurally generated environment every time. Make every shot, every
decision count. A wide range of environments stand in your way, from industrial zones to mining caverns. Think on your feet

and adapt to each one’s hazards before it’s too late.

Collect a wide range of randomly-generated weapons, upgrades and game-changing items. Craft them together to equip your
gunship for your play style. Unlock more items and blueprints as you play and keep those unlocks across playthroughs.
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I gained space adaptation syndrome.

10\/10. My overview: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=sdCkwG8dlnc

Pretty fun game, especially if you're into building train sets\/models. Despite there being no tutorial it was pretty easy to figure
out how everything works. I'm not the most creative person so I was glad to see that there were complete premade train tracks.
You can build your own train track design and then actually get to ride it and control the train in first person. Pretty cool.

I like where the game is going, hopefully a brief tutorial of some sort will be implemented down the road for newbies.. I have a
fairly decent computer - admittedly somewhat old - and this game is so horribly optimized that it barely runs. Avoid if you don't
have a newer computer.. hunting not cool. A procedural metroidvania done right, A Robot Named Fight has been my addiction.
I've been making sure to beat it once or twice a day. I love this game and highly recommend it.

While other games attempting to mimic this type of exploration have fallen into a trap of showing their entire hand in one long
go, A Robot Named Fight remains extremely replayable. Sessions last roughly 2 hours for thorough players not speed-running to
one of the endings. There's a save if that's still too long. Meanwhile, key items have variants so the basic tools may change each
run. For instance, a mobility upgrade could involve either a high jump, a double jump, a jet pack, or maybe even an adorable
trampoline dog that fights nearby enemies and changes costumes with you but also makes you struggle to avoid stepping on it
unintentionally and launching into spikes.

A Robot Named Fight is also a rogue-like rather than an RPG hiding inside a metagame. Unlocks might gift a random item at
the start of a run, but play involves permadeath with no permanent cross-session upgrade nonsense. This game can be beaten on
the first try rather than forcing a grind in the pursuit of later fun.

As of this review, the Big Wet area\/bosses could probably use some balance tweaks and there's some quality of life issues like
weapon selection that could stand to be ironed out. However, these are all relatively minor and updates are still coming. The
game was a bargain even before I ventured into the beta version and I'm confident in it's value now that it's released.. Thanks
Skybound for saving this masterpiece.. thanks Telltale for all this wonderful games in the last years.. the only game (series) i
cried a river!
good bye clem!. The game is unfinished and the dev announced the he just doesn't care enough to work on it any more. Don't
buy this game. Don't buy his other games. Don't support his Patreon.. This game had promise. This game was fun. This game
deserved a recommendation.

This game has not been updated in over a year with no info from the developer. This game is probably abandoned.

Don't get me wrong, it's fun for a bit. It's just not eight Euros or your regional equivalent fun. Consider it when it's 75% off.

Unnecessary update: seven months since this review was written and nothing has changed. We have reached a point where we're
closer to two years of silence that we are to one.

Unnecessary update 2: well, I doubt anyone is reading this any time soon. Regardless, we have reached two years and three
months of silence.. This game is really fun! It's like a single player D&D game. I've only gotten a few of the achievments, but
there are A LOT. Totally worth the buy. 10\/10\/. I just want to get this out of the way first. I was able to recommend the game
before, but in it's current state, I really can't. I'm disappointed with it now, where the developers took it

Well then, lets get negatives out of the way first and then wrap up with the positives.

CONS:
-Difficulty is broken. Normal mode feels like it's made for babies, you can play it with your eyes closed. When you start to
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  play on harder modes, it ramps up instantly. It's either too easy or just broken, no in between.
-Extreme RNG. Elite enemies having special attacks that are random. So you never know what it will be and how you will
  have to dodge. And you will get hit. Not to mention some of those attacks are completely unfair. For example, the enemy
  spawns a laser "grid" around you, so you can't get out of it. Other enemies, however, can get in and out of it. And on
  higher difficulties, there are tons of enemies, and they can often bunch up. So that often leads to your death, due to you
  having no space to dodge
-Enemies hitting you off screen.
-Absolute spamfest, especially on higher difficulties. which can relate to the previous point. Enemies shooting you off
  screen from all around the place, explosions going off left and right
-Screen clutter. There is an option to turn off the flashing lights and screen shake, but it doesn't help at all. I have it turned
  off and sometimes I have no idea what's going on, due to all that spam I mentioned previously
-Some enemy design that simply makes you wonder "Who thought this was a good game design???" Invisible,f ast moving
  enemies with fast firing projectiles that also cause poison, Enemies that can lock on to you through the walls and then fly
  towards you, unpredictable enemies that can either rush to you and melee you or just stay back and shoot at you a few
  times, that also move very fast, are invulnerable to status effects and you stunning them (unless you hit them while they
  are in the air which is impossible unless you have a ranged weapon that can shoot upwards, not just straight in front of
  you) And I can continue, but you get the point. Most of those enemies are on "One Boss Cell" (hard) difficulty and above.
-Enemy scaling is broken. Or rather, level difficulty, as there is no scaling anymore. One stage you can basically two-hit
  enemies, and in the next stage after that they are extremely tanky all of a sudden.
-There is one viable stat build. No experimenting anymore
-Weapons are unbalanced. There are a few viable ones you should use if you want a successful run. Other weapons are
  either "Meh, I'm gonna use it until I find the viable weapon" or "This is complete garbage", in which case you should just
  restart the run if you get it as a starting weapon. There is no experimenting, no versatility, it's repetitive, as all of your
  runs will go down to same weapons. Unless, of course, you force yourself to try using something different and new. In
  which case, you shouldn't expect success.
-Game is grindy as all hell. One of the grindiest games I ever played. And this comes from a person who loves grindy
  games. I love going around, unlocking stuff, collecting more resources to unlock more stuff and so on. But this game is
  horrible. Because all of these major flaws ruin the grindy part as well. I had no problem with the grind before, when the
  game was actually fun.
  And one of the reasons I mentioned hard mode in the cons is because, well, you need to play on harder modes to get the
  chance to upgrade weapons to a better quality. You also get more resources for upgrading and unlocking, aka "Cells"
  If you want to grind int he normal mode, not only will it take eternity, but you wont have the access to some upgrade
  options either

PROS:
-Game has good music
-Art style is nice. Although the enemies from the latest DLC look weird. They are jittery, unlike the rest of the game which
 is quite smooth. And their design is extremely weird, with half of them not fitting into the rest of the game. I'm putting this
 as a pro because majority of the game looks nice
-Level design is varied. There is some repetition across the levels, but they all have their atmosphere and overall "style"

So, as a conclusion.
I can't recommend this game at all. At least not in this state. I had tons of good words about it before, not anymore.
The negatives highly outweigh the positives. And I'm sad that it's like that. I'm sad to see where they are taking the game, too.
And yeah, the game is supposed to be challenging. But this is just an illusion of a "challenge". Because the reason this game is
hard is horrible enemy design, horrible mechanics idea, spam, enemies attacking you from off screen, tons of enemies just stun
locking you, screen clutter, etc. It's not challenging, it's UNFAIR, that's the difference.

If you're planning on getting the game, don't. Spend the money somewhere else. At least until the game is balanced and fixed
and put in order.
If you really, really want to get this game, wait for a major Steam sale, when it will likely be 50% off or more.
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I Recommend it, however for 5 bucks it should of been longer. This game could of been a great metroidvania if it was at least
10x longer\/bigger. Put more time into a game like this in the future.. Truly a wonderful little puzzle game.
In the same vain as Limbo and other such puzzle games, the silent protaganist in a big daunting world, going around solving
puzzles trying to find your way to wherever you're going.
The puzzles are fantastic, the world is pretty and the character is adorable.

Fully worth the money.. Was a fun little game.. An enjoyable, albiet fairly short puzzle-platformer with an fairly interesting
theme. Play it with a controller, and try not to get too hung up on the puzzles. Most of them are simple enough.. Pretty fun.. One
of the best video game soundtracks out there. Not much more I can say other than GET IT!

Contents:
49 MP3 Tracks @ 523MB
49 FLAC Tracks @ 1.51GB. A very powerful early-stage weapon for fencer.
Can kill lots of Nopes with no trouble. Load two on your shoulder and you can rain some hell on nope swarms.
Fun to use, epic effects.
Although unlocked weapons after a couple missions will replace its place.
Still, thx to its low level, you can take it into almost every single beginners' games.

Conclusion: Grab it during sale.. There are better games in the genre, and better uses of your time, even at the low price of fifty
cents.. InCell is from the developer of InMind. A spatial view of a planar obstacle dodge\/collect game.

The graphics are cute, cartoony blobs of color, and higher levels make it harder to dodge things, adding obstacles that have to be
knocked down.

A fun way to show friends some of what a vr headset can do, with great effort to prevent motion sickness.

The developers are attentive and approachable, a great indie experience!. A big MEH. This DLC adds 4 extra pants for the
game that give you added abilities and 4 added characters. They should've included this with the base game. I can't believe they
even offered this in the first place! A bit too money-grubbing on the part of Telltale and WB. Pass on this and get some
unlocker instead.
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